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Abstract 

Most of the previous works of network visualization analysis depends on node graph and 

adjacency matrix in connection with an aspect of network topology. However, the 

representing node and matrix are difficult to understand the relationship between network 

nodes, because the node’s interaction on network is presented by a complicated node graph. 

In order to overcome this limitation, this paper proposes a new visualization method to 

represent hierarchy relationship of network nodes for analysis of data network. The proposed 

method uses data node correlation to construct hierarchy node relationship which can 

intuitively understand node interaction. Besides, it can focus on node relation on network 

which is modeled using node activities of data network by visualizing relationship among the 

internal relation of network reflecting node and external relation of network nodes. 
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1. Introduction 

Recently, the approaches of visualizing network nodes including node-link (NL) [1], 

matrix graph representations (MAT) [2], and a hybrid representation with NL and MAT [3] 

has been proposed.  The NL based approaches can be usefully displayed by the overall 

structure of a network however details about dense sub-graphs is difficult to read [1, 2]. The 

MAT based approaches are poor for path-finding tasks [2, 3]. The hybrid based approaches 

also show that relationship between nodes is difficult to understand [1, 2, 3, 4]. 

In order to resolve the limitation of the graph and matrix based visualization approaches, 

this paper proposes a node relationship visualization method for data network which uses 

internal node relationship and external node relation in network nodes. The proposed method 

can well represent hierarchy relationship of nodes on data networks by using internal 

information of correlation between data messages. Besides, node importance reflects into a 

relationship hierarchy by exploiting external access and topology information on network 

nodes. So, our proposed method can well understand the relationship between nodes to 

represent hierarchy relationship of node on data networks.  

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the node-node correlations; Section 3 

presents the proposed node hierarchy visualization method; Section 4 shows case study. 

Finally, in Section 5 concludes this paper. 
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2. Node-node Correlations 

To take into account node-node correlations, a correlations matrix can be computed. The 

correlations can be formalized as follows [5]. 

Definition. Let N = [nij] be a node-term matrix with k rows and l columns, where mij = wi,j, 

i.e., each entry ij in the matrix is given by the weight associated with the node-term pair (ni, tj). 

Given that N
T
 is the transpose of N, the matrix C=N∙N

T
 is a node-node correlation matrix. 

Each element cu,v ∈ C expresses a correlation between terms tu and tv, given by Equation (1). 

 

jt

jvjuvu wwc ,,,                                                 (1) 

The node-node correlation matrix C establishes a relationship between any two terms tu and tv, 

based on their joint co-occurrences inside nodes of the collection. This relationship is 

quantified by the correlation factor cu,v. The higher the number of nodes in which the term tu 

and tv co-occur, the stronger is this correlation [5].  

 

3. Proposed Method 

The proposed node visualization method consists of three phases: preprocessing phase, 

computing node internal and external relation phase, and node hierarchy visualization phase, 

as shown in Figure 1. In the subsection below, each phase is explained in full. 
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Figure 1. Proposed Visualization Method of Data Network Node 
 

3.1. Preprocessing 

Preprocessing phase in Figure 1(a) consists of internal node data preprocessing and 

external node information preprocessing. The internal node data preprocessing uses message 

data between network nodes. The external node information preprocessing uses topology and 

access information between network nodes. The internal node data preprocessing phase is as 

follows. After the given obtainment results of message data are decomposed into individual 

terms, the stop words are removed using Rijsbergen’s stop words list, and word stemming is 

removed using Porter’s stemming algorithm [6]. Then the node term frequency matrix N is 

constructed from the network node set. In external node information preprocessing phase, the 

information of network node topology and access is extracted for external relation 

information.  
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3.2. Computing Node Internal and External Relation 

3.2.1. Computing node internal relation: We use node correlation to calculate internal 

relationship of node from node term frequency matrix by means of Equation (1). The 

relationship between nodes can be decided by inducing relevant information from the 

relationship between terms of data message of nodes.  

3.2.2. Computing node external relation: Node external relation is computed to use the 

topology and access information. Topology and access information reflect direction between 

message of sender node and message of receiver node. If the amount of message is 

increased from sender to receiver, the importance of information is also increased. In 

addition, the latest message of node has higher importance than previous one. The 

external node relation, ENS(), is as follows. 
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where, nx and ny are the x’th and y’th of node, respectively. → is the direction from 

sender to receiver, an is the number of access by one node, ta is the number of access 

and resending messages, nd is the number of date of the access and resending messages, 

and td is the number of total date of the access and resending period. 

3.2.3. Merger between internal and external node relation: In order to visualize node 

hierarchy, internal node relation and external node relation is merged by Equation (3). 

However, there are different ways to represent proportion between internal relation and 

external relation. To solve this problem, we normalize the relations using Equation (4).   

)()()( , baENScNRLbaMIE ba 
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where, MIE() is function of merger relations of internal and external nodes, NRL() is 

normalization function, ca,b is node correlation between node a and node b, and ENS() is 

external node relation. 
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where, nab is an element value of node b regarding access node a, and t is a number of 

node. 

 

3.3. Node Hierarchy Visualization 

In this section, we visualize hierarchy relation between network nodes to use internal 

and external relations for analysis of data network. Node hierarchy is constructed using 

sum of node of merger of internal and external relation. If node a is bigger than node b, 

then node a is a high rank node in hierarchy. Each node is linked only once according 

to descending sort with respect to node hierarchy having the largest sum of node 

relation. The hierarchy relationship of nodes improves the performance of analysis of 

data network, since it reflects the internal relation by node correlation and the external 

relation by access information of network node.  
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4. Case Study 

This section explains our proposed method to show example using a small synthetic 

data. Table 1 shows node-node matrix regarding merger internal and external relation. 

Figure 2 shows the relation diagram of nodes obtained from Table 1. Figure 3 shows the final 

result of node hierarchy relationship by applying the proposed method. 

 

Table 1. Node-Node Matrix 

 n1 n2 n3 n4 n5 

n1 0.00 1.03 0.03 0.41 0.00 

n2 0.91 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.00 

n3 0.00 0.21 0.11 0.01 0.10 

n4 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

n5 0.00 0.12 0.14 0.00 0.21 
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Figure 2. Graph Relation of Table 1 
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Figure 1. Hierarchy Relation of 
Figure 2 

 

5. Conclusion 

Recently, the network node visualization including a node graph based and a matrix 

based approaches has been proposed. However, these approaches are difficult to 

understand node of relationship on network, because the node interaction is large, 

complex and continuously changing. In order to overcome this limitation, this paper 

proposes visualization method to represent hierarchy relationship of network nodes, 

which uses node correlation and external node relation to construct node hierarchy 

relationship. The visualized node hierarchy relation can well understand the relationship 

between nodes to represent hierarchy relationship with respect to importance of node on 

data network.  
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